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On Stability of Sixth-Order Nonlinear System 
A. S. C. SINHA 
Department ofElectrical Engineering, Indiana Institute of Technology, 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46803 
The stability of an isolated equilibrium point for a sixth-order nonlinear 
differential equation is presented. A Liapunov function is constructed which 
satisfies the well-known theorem of LaSalle (1969). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a differential equation 
x (6) + ¢(x, xm, x(2), xla), x(4)) xlS) + O(x, xa), x~2), xC~), xl4J) = O, (1) 
where x In) denotes the n-th derivative of x with respect o time. It is assumed 
that 0(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) = 0, and 0 is of class C" near the origin. The real functions 
¢ and 0 depend (at most) only on the arguments displayed explicitly. The 
result is an extension of Leighton (1963), Skidmore (1966), and Ku (1969) 
for a class of sixth-order system. A well-known theorem of LaSalle (1969) is 
satisfied. The stability conditions are equivalent o the Routh-Hurwitz 
criterion when (1) is a linear system. 
2. STABILITY 
Consider the differential Eq. (1) whose associated system is 
=Y ,  iP=z ,  ~ =u,  ~=v,  ~)=w,  
= -¢(x ,  y, z , . ,  v) w - 0(x, y, z, u, ~). 
The following V-function is constructed: 
x y 
V = 20fl f O(x, o, o, o, o) dx + 20~ ° f O(x, y, o, o, o) dy 
0 0 
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+ 2 f l  e(~, y, ~, ,,, v) dv + [oo: _ o:e:>'~ 
+ 2[0~,% ° --  ¢%O]yz  + 2[0~% ° --  O~O]yu + 2¢%°yv  
+ 20Oyw + [0o2 _ ¢%0 _ /Oo  _ OfOo] z2 
- /2[0~%,  ° - -  Of  - -  ~b% °] zu + 2(¢00,, ° - -  Off) zv -/20~,Ozw 
+ (002 _ ¢o0~ o) u~ + 2(¢% ° - 0~o) uv + 20~o~ 
+ (¢02 _ ovo) v~ + 2¢ovw + wL (3) 
where the superscript o designates the evaluation of the given function at 
the origin. It is assumed that there exists positive constants uch that 
¢(x, y, z, u, v) >~ ¢o > O, (4) 
0~ o > 0, 0~ o > 0, 0~ o > 0, 0~ o > 0, 0~ o > 0. (5) 
A smoothness property is also assumed to ensure the existence of integrals. 
Evaluating the time derivative of (3) along the trajectories of (2) yields 
= _ tL  f~ [o.%o(~, y,  o, o, o) - oo%(~, y,  o, o, o)] du I y~ V 
~y Jo 
1 [O~°O~(x, y, z, u, v) - OfOv(x , y, z, o, o)]dz z ~ 
- ¢%°-°~'%°+z o 
- lo: +#o:-oooo: +!f~[o:O~(x,y,~,u,~) 
y,  z ,  u, o)] du t ¢%(x, 
l 1S I _ o o _ ¢%0 + v o [¢%(~'  y'  z,  u, v) - o~,(~, y,  ~, u, v)] dv v~ 
- {¢(~, y,  ~, u, ~) - ¢o} ~ 
i 1 c + lo o~ - o :o :  + ~ Jo [o:O~(x, y, ~, o, o) - o:o~(~, y, ~, o, o)~ ~} y~ 
1 [¢%(x ,  y, z, u, o) - -  OflO~,(x, y,  z, u, o)]du yu 
+ °u%°-¢%°+u o 
Io:o:  - o:  ÷ f l  - + 
- o,o{¢(x, y ,  ~, u, ~) - ¢o} yw 
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l [~°Ov(x , y, z, u, o) --  Ou°Ou(x, y, o, u, v)] du I zu 
1 + 0°2- ¢o0: +~j  ° 
l ; I 1 [O~(x, y ,  z ,  u, v )  - -  O~°O~,(x, y ,  o, o, v)] dv zv + O~°OC--Of +-~ o 
- -  O~°(¢(x, y ,  z ,  u, v )  - -  ¢o} zw 
+ l °:2-e°°-~lf~o [o:O,(x, y, z, o, ~) -  O~(x, y, ~, u, v)] dv l u~ 
- -  O f{¢(x ,  y ,  z ,  u, v )  - -  ¢o} uw - -  ¢o{¢(x, y, z, u, v) -- ¢o) vw.  (6) 
We state the following well-known results by LaSalle 0969). 
LEMMA ]. I f  there exists a V-function such that neighboring the origin, 
V is positive definite while -- ~ is semidefinite, the origin is locally stable. I f  in 
addition ~ ~ 0 along every nontrivial solution of (2), the origin is locally 
asymptotically stable. 
In order to insure that V is locally positive definite, compute first 
v~ = oooo(x, o, o, o, o) + o o O~(x, y,  o, o, o) dy + O O O~(x, y,  z, o, o) dz 
0 
r sl o O~(x, y, ~, u, o) du + O~(x, y, ~, u, ~) d~, +¢ -o 
V~ = O~°O(x, y, o, o, o) + Of O~(x, y, z, o, o) dz 
0 
+ ¢° O~(x, y, z, u, o) du + O~(x, y, z, u, v) dv 
o 0 
+ [oo2 _ o¢o~o]y + [o~oooo - ¢oo:]z + [o¢o~o - O:]u 
+ ¢°O~°v + OFw, 
Vz = O,°O(x, y, z, o, o) + ¢o O~(x, y, z, u, o) du 
0 
+ f~ Oo(x, y, ~, u, ~ do + [o:o:  - 4~oooojy 
+ [002 _ ¢%0 + o o _ o¢o?]~ + [o¢o~o - o~o - ¢%o]u 
+ (4,%0 _ ooo)~ + o ow, 
V~, = ¢°O(x, y, z, u, o) + Ou(x, y, z, u, v) dv + (O~,°Ofl -- O~°)y 
0 
+ (o¢o~o - o o _ ¢%o)z  + (002 _ 4,oO:)u + (¢%0 _ o~o), + ocw, 
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v~ = O(x, y, ~, ,,,~) + ¢ ooooy+ (¢oo~o - o~o)~ + (¢%° - o o)~ 
+ (¢o~ _ o¢)v + Cow, 
V~ = O~°y + O~°z + O~°u + ¢°v + w. 
It follows that V~ ° : V f  = Vfl  = V~ ° = V f  = Vw ° = O. 
Further, 
Vxx = O~°O~(x, o o, o, o) -~ O~ o o, o, o)dy + O~ o O~(x, y,  z,to, o) dz 
0 
, o f  ~ f~ ~- ¢ O~(x, y, z, u, o) du + O~(x, y, z, u, v) dr, 
o 0 
f~ f~ V~v = O~°O~(x, y  o, o, o) + Of  O~v(x, y,  z, o, o)dz + ¢o O~(x, y,  z, u, o) du o o 
Vxz = OfOx(x , y,  z, o, o) q- ¢o Oxz(x , y,  z, u, o) du 
0 
+ ~i o~,  ~, ~, ~, ~1 ~, 
v~, = ¢o0~(x, y, ~, u, o) + ~, u, v) dr, 
v~ = O~(x, y, z, u, v), 
v~ = o, 
Vu~ , = O~°Ou(x, y,  o, o, o) -]- Ov ° Ouu(X , y,  z, o, o) dz 
0 
+ ~o f: o~lx, ~, ~, ~, o~ ~ + f~ o~x, ~, ~, ~, ~1 ~ 
+ (o o~ - o¢o:) ,  
fo V~ = Of  O~(x, y,  z, o, o) + ¢° O~(x, y,  z, u, o) du 
0 
+ (o:oo - ~oo:) + f l  o~(~, y, ~, u, ~) ~v, 
F V~ = ¢%,(x,  y,  z, u, o) + O~,,,(x, y z, u, v) dv + 0~% ° - -  O~ °, o 



















F O~°O~(x, y z, o, o) + ~b ° O=(x, y, z, u, o) du 0 
F + o=(., y, z, u, ~) av + oo~ _ ¢~oo + Co _ o~%o, 0 
S ~b°O~(x, y, z, u, o) ~- Oz~(x , y, z, u, v) dv ~- 0~°0~ ° -- Ov ° - -  ~b°O~ °, 0 
O~(x, y, ~, . ,  ~) + (#¢ - Co), 
Ou°~ 
S ¢o<,(~, y, ~, u, o) + (o o~ - ¢%o) + o~.,(~, y, ~, u, ~) &, 0 
o~(~, y, ~, u, ~) + (¢%0 _ o,,% 
Ov°w~ 
o~(~, y, ~, ,,, ~) + (4~o~ _ 0+% 
1. 
v~ v5  vL  v;~ 
0~°0~ 
0~°0~ 
O~ ° O~ ° +¢°0~° 










¢s°O~ ° O~ ° 0 
y O~ ° + ¢,°0~° 0~ ~ 
0o~ ¢~o0o O o 
¢%o ¢o~ ¢o 
Ov o ¢o 1 .a 
(7) 
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where 
- o~% ° + o°2 - o¢o~ °, 5 = o¢o~ ° + o~% ° - ~%°,  
r = 4 '% 0 + o°%°  - o2 ,  ~ = o o~ _ #oo  + o o. 
Comparison of (7) with (6) of Ku (1969) shows that it would agree with 
the Routh-Hurwitz criteria which require conditions for the V-function (3) 
to be positive definite. Accordingly, the V-function with the superscripts 
deleted will also be positive in the neighborhood of the origin, because of 
the continuity of the functions involved. V is thus locally positive definite. 
From (6) we see that -- 12 can be regarded as a quadratic form in the variables 
y, z, u, v, w with the variable coefficients of x, y, z, u, v. Also, from (6) it is 
noted that the cross product terms are functions of the order higher than 
second. Thus 12- will be semidefinite when the principal minors 
Mi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
of (7) satisfy the inequalities 
MI>O,  M2>0,  Ma>0,  M~>0,  Ms~>0 (8) 
in the neighborhood of the origin. We thus have the following result. 
THEOREM 1. The origin is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of 
the system (2), if the following conditions hold neighboring the origin: 
(i) 0(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) = 0 and 0 is of class C" 
(ii) Routh-Hurwitz condition and (8) hold. 
(iii) 12 ~ 0 along every nontrivial solution of 2. 
3. EXAMPLE 1 
A simplest example is a differential equation with constant coefficients 
X (6) @ ax {al @ bx (41 -[- ex (al @ dx (2) -{- exm +fx  = 0, 
where the functions 
~b(x, y, z, u, v) = a and O(x, y, z, u, v) = bv + cu + dz + ey + fx. 
From (6), - -  17 is positive semidefinite if
(i) de -- cf > O, 
(ii) a f - -db>0.  
It is assumed that a, b, c, d, e,fare positive constants. Note that the Routh- 
Hurwitz criteria requires condition (i) and (ii). 
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CONCLUSION 
The result gives further generalization to the stability theory for a class 
of sixth-order nonlinear system. The Liapunov function given applies to 
a more general system than any which has been previously constructed. 
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